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47%
state that their regional HQ  

functions are affected

39%
expect a loss of revenue

solely due to the entry ban
into Japan  

79%
see their turnover endangered as

ongoing projects cannot be
completed or new projects cannot

be initiated

27%
expect actions by the Government of 
Japan to compensate for additional 
cost incurred related with the entry 
ban including tax relief measures

Effects of the entry ban
Key findings – Results of the surveyed companies

78%
regard the entry ban into

Japan as a significant burden
for their business.

Thereof …
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36%
moderately burdened

21%

1%

27%
heavily burdened

15%
very heavily
burdened

burdened

no effect

no answer

Entry ban influences business/operations significantly
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To what extent does the entry ban now imposed on Europeans (Germans) entering Japan burden your business and/or operations?



German subsidiaries with HQ functions affected 
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German companies maintain some of their regional HQ  functions in Japan. To what extent do the entry bans imposed on Asian countries 
burden your business?

27% moderately burdened

44%

9%

15% heavily burdened
5%

very heavily
burdened

Regional HQ
functions burdened

no effect

no answer



Project development/execution mostly affected
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Which areas of your company are specifically affected by the entry ban?

79%

37%

28%

We cannot develop new or
continue with ongoing
projects, therefore our

(potential) turnover
is endangered

We have suspended internal
(development) projects,

necessary specialists cannot
come to Japan

Governance: board
meetings/audits cannot take

place

28%

21%

15%

Manufacturing/service and
quality are endangered

HR: important/essential
leadership or expert positions in

the company cannot be filled

We cannot execute/
finalize orders and therefore face

delays in payment and/or
penalties by our customers



More than 1/3 of companies expect loss of revenue
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For your business, do you anticipate an increased loss of revenue solely due to the entry ban for Germans into Japan?

16% moderate loss

33%

21%

7%

16% significant loss 7%

very significant loss

We expect a loss of revenue

We cannot pursue business
opportunities in the way that

we would like to

No, the entry ban itself does
not increase our revenue

losses

No answer



16%

27%

63%

We expect double cost for housing,
overseas accommodation,

allowances and/or insurances

We expect appropriate actions by
the Government of Japan, such as

compensation and tax relief

We have no double cost for
housing, overseas accommodation,

allowances and/or insurances

1/4 expect compensation for additional cost
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Due to the current situation, employees may be forced to maintain two households in parallel. Companies continue to pay housing, health 
and other social insurance contributions for their staff (banned from returning to Japan). How do you think about relief measures, such as 
compensation, tax relief, etc. for affected employees and for your company?



Voices
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ʼʼ Being able to bring in experts from Germany
is essential to support our Japanese
business partners (commissioning of
equipment, technical discussions on new
projects which cannot be done in the
necessary depth online, etc.). ʼʼ

The entry ban is delaying/
stopping exchange of per-
sonnel in all areas from
specialists to executives.
Japan became less attract-
tive as a country.

ʼʼ
It is not our own revenue which we are concerned
about but the ability to guarantee smooth
production for our customers who trust and rely on
our machines. ʼʼ

The current policies by the government are only
working contrary to what Japan was trying to
present itself as a key bridge into Asia.

ʼʼ
The private/personal impact is just
as important as the business
impact. Under such conditions,
where foreigners are disad-
vantaged by the Japanese authori-
ties, there is great uncertainty that
once the travel ban is lifted, it may
be imposed again arbitrarily at any
time in the future.



40%

25%

20%

11%

4%

Trade

Service

Manufacturing

Other

No answer

Profile of the companies surveyed
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25%

13%

15%

17%

12%

5%

11%

1%

1 to 10 employees

11 to 25

26 to 50

51 to 100

101 to 500

501 to 1.000

>1.000

No answer

No. of German companies in Japan surveyed: 383 | Response rate: 25% | Period: June 3–5, 2020
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German presence in Japan

12.480 German companies export to Japan.

450 German companies with own subsidiary in Japan.

German-Japanese trade: 44,7 billion EUR
Germany is the No. 1 European exporter to Japan

German direct investment (stock):

13,9 billion EUR

10 German companies among the Top 100 foreign investors in Japan.

They create 30.000 jobs.



Thoughts
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ʼʼ The Government of Japan invests so much money
into the support of its economy, why does Japan
not do as much to safely open its borders again?

Marcus Schürmann
Delegate of German Industry and Commerce in 
Japan | CEO AHK Japan |  mschuermann@dihkj.or.jp

ʼʼ
Neighboring countries demonstrate at best, how
solutions can be found to restart trade and
travel. Protecting one’s own country is a matter
of course and is highly respected. Complying
with rules and regulations shall leave the door
open to find practical solutions to restart
international cooperation. Great achievements
of the past years are increasingly put into
question. As one of the key global players, Japan
must act now!



Corporation for foreign trade 
and location promotion

Official representation of the 
German industry abroad

Diplomatic Mission of the 
Federal Republic of Germany

One Institution – Three Functions

Official 
representation of 
German Industry 

Abroad 

Service provider 
for companiesMember

Organization

German Foreign Trade Promotion
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Your first point of contact. 
Worldwide.

140 Locations I 92 Countries

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
USA
Venezuela

AMERICA

Algeria
Angola
Egypt
Ghana
Iran
Iraq
Kenya
Morocco
Mozambique
Nigeria
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Tanzania
Tunisia
VAE
Zambia

AFRICA | MENA

Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia

Finland
France
Great Britain
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania

Luxembourg
Macedonia
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine

EUROPE

Australia
China
India
Indonesia
Japan
Kazakhstan
Korea
Malaysia
Myanmar
New Zealand
Philippines
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

ASIA | OCEANIA
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EUROPA



Disclaimer

German Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Japan (AHK Japan)
KS Sanbancho Bldg. 5F., Sanbancho 2-4, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0075, Japan
info@dihkj.or.jp | www.japan.ahk.de
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All content was created with the greatest possible care and to the best of our knowledge. The publisher assumes no
liability for the topicality, correctness, completeness or quality of the information provided. The publisher is not liable
for material or immaterial damage caused directly or indirectly by the use or non-use of the information provided,
unless it can be proven that he was guilty of willful intent or gross negligence.

Reprint only with source.

© Copyright 2020 AHK Japan. All rights reserved. The name and logo are registered trademarks of the German Chamber
of Commerce and Industry in Japan (AHK Japan).

mailto:info@dihkj.or.jp
http://www.japan.ahk.de/
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